Abstract Experimental evidence on embedded implicatures by Chemla (2009b) and Geurts & Pouscoulous (2009a) has fewer theoretical consequences than assumed: On the one hand, the evidence successfully argues against obligatory local implicature computation, which has however already been discredited. On the other hand, the data are fully consistent with optional local implicature computation.
Both Chemla (2009b) (C in the following) and Geurts & Pouscoulous (2009a) (G&P in the following) in recent papers in this journal provide welcome new experimental evidence on embedded implicatures. However, while their work takes us a couple of steps closer to full understanding of the issue, I will argue that in both papers the theoretical implications of the new data are overstated and much work remains to be done.
Intuitively clear cases of embedded implicatures are examples like (1).
(1) a. If you ate some of the cookies and no one else at any, then there must still be some left. (Levinson 2000: 205) b. Mary solved the first problem or the second problem or both problems. (Chierchia et al. 2008: (31) )
Here the implicatures of some and or are part of the truth-conditional content of an embedded sentence: the conditional in (1a), which is understood as if you ate some and not all of the cookies, and a disjunct in (1b), which is understood as Mary solved either the first problem or the second problem and not both. In these examples, the sentence without the embedded implicature would be either contradictory (If you ate some or all of the cookies, then there must still be some left) or a violation of a pragmatic constraint (#Mary solved at least one of the problems or both problems, see Singh 2008) .
The question theorists of all stripes are faced with is whether and how to integrate these phenomena into a general theory of implicatures, or at least of quantity or scalar implicatures. Some narrower directions that have been pursued to address the general question raised by embedded implicatures are listed in (2). G&P and C both focus on the first of these directions, and take this discussion as far as it can be taken presently. However, I argue that just pursuing the first direction is insufficient to resolve the issues embedded implicatures raise fully. In particular, I show that independent pragmatic constraints -in particular, the constraint of Truth Dominance (Meyer & Sauerland 2009 ) -predict conditions on when embedded implicatures can be detected that are largely independent of the account of embedded implicatures assumed. Therefore, the observations on the presence and absence of (embedded) implicatures by G&P and C are consistent with much wider range of theories of implicatures than what the original papers say. In the second section of the paper, I address a finding by C on the embedding of free-choice effects that speaks to directions II and III of (2). I argue that this finding is more significant for the account of embedded implicatures and speculate on two theoretical ideas that would account for it. I conclude that C's second result is the most important one for the theory of implicatures from these two papers.
2:2
Embedded Implicatures and Experimental Constraints 1 Embedded Implicatures are Still Repairs G&P are exclusively concerned with the first issue of (2). The primary target of G&P is an extreme view of localism espoused by Levinson (2000) and Chierchia (2004) .
1 The Levinson/Chierchia view predicts that implicatures should always be fully local unless a cancellation mechanism applies. A number of people have noted that this prediction seems to be intuitively wrong in many cases. Specifically, this holds in case the embedded implicature is not needed to make the sentence coherent (see for instance Geurts 2009; Russell 2006; Sauerland 2004b In these two examples, the addition of a local implicature to the truth conditions results in weaker truth conditions for the entire sentences -in (3a) the implicature trigger occurs in a downward entailing environment, but not in (3b). Such examples show that local implicatures cannot be obligatory.
2
Examples where local implicatures would cause truth conditions that are stronger overall are the focus of G&P. The data presented by G&P shows to my full satisfaction that the prediction of the proposals of Levinson and Chierchia is wrong also for these cases. Their result is also consistent with other experimental results presented by Chemla (2009a) , Schwarz, Clifton & Frazier (2008) and Bezuidenhout, Morris & Widman (2009) , who look at different environments: mostly downward entailing cases like negative attitude verbs, the restrictor of a universal quantifier and conditional, but Bezuidenhout et al. (p. 139 ) also look at the scope of conditionals and present some findings similar to G&P, though less striking. In sum, the proposals of 1 I am not sure whether any researcher active in this area still holds this extreme view: The unpublished paper by Chierchia et al. (2008) that G&P cite seems not fully consistent to me in this regard (Sauerland submitted) : initially it adopts the view of Chierchia (2004), however, later the quite different view of Fox (2007) is assumed without any comment on the shift.
2 Acknowledging this problem, Chierchia (2004) proposes that cancellation of implicatures is obligatory in downward entailing environments. Still, (3b) remains a problem for Chierchia's proposal.
2:3
Uli Sauerland Levinson (2000) and Chierchia (2004) are falsified by the experimental data to the extent possible.
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G&P claim their results also argue against another view, which they call Minimal Conventionalism. However, I will show that G&P are mistaken: Actually, their result says nothing about Minimal Conventionalism once we take into account general pragmatic constraints on how ambiguous sentences are judged. To show this, I consider the view of Fox (2007) as a concrete example of G&P's Minimal Conventionalism. I motivate the general pragmatic principle of Truth Dominance and then argue that G&P's data are fully consistent with Fox's (2007) account once Truth Dominance is taken into account. Fox's (2007) account is non-committal on the locality of implicature computation, allowing it to apply locally, but also globally. He assumes that implicatures can be contributed to the meaning of a sentence by the grammatical operator Exh.
4 (Fox 2007: p. 79 & p. 97 ) defines the Exh operator via the three statements in (4) through (6) (with minor notational adjustments). The operator depends on a contextually provided set of alternative propositions C, which can be taken to be the scalar alternatives of the argument of Exh in the examples in the following.
Consider now Fox's (2007) account for example (7). The account predicts an ambiguity between a local+global reading, which corresponds to structure (8a), and a global-only reading, which corresponds to structure (8b). (7) All the squares are connected with some of the circles. (G&P: (26a)) (8) a. Exh All the squares λx Exh x be connected with some of the circles. b. Exh All the squares λx x be connected with some of the circles.
The two readings stand in a special logical relationship: the local-global reading logically entails the weaker, global-only reading. From work on scope ambiguity resolution, it is independently known that speakers' intuitions are affected by the entailment relation between the two readings. I adopt the principle Truth Dominance from Meyer & Sauerland (2009) to account for this effect because one case they consider is exactly analogous to (8), 5 namely, the German example (9). Most theories of quantifier scope in German predict (9) to be ambiguous between two structural representations that should give rise to the two readings given below (9). However, previous researchers (Büring & Hartmann 2001; Reis 2005) have noted that (9) seems to lack the second one of these readings: the reading where the postverbal subject takes scope over the sentence-initial object (the every only reading in (9)). Meyer & Sauerland (2009) explain the lack of evidence for the every only reading by arguing that this reading cannot be detected for pragmatic reasons. Specifically, the Truth Dominance principle in (10) predicts it to be undetectable: Because the strong, only every reading entails the weak, every only reading, any situation where the truth values of the two readings differ is one where the strong reading is false while the weak one is true. But Truth Dominance predicts that in such a situation, speakers will judge the sentence to be true, as it's predicted to be by the weak reading. The strong reading therefore remains undetectable in the truth conditions of (9).
(10)
Truth Dominance: Whenever an ambiguous sentence S is true in a situation on its most accessible reading, we must judge sentence S to be true in that situation. (Meyer & Sauerland 2009 : (1))
5 The principle can be traced back at least to work on wide scope indefinites by Abusch (1994) . Gualmini, Hulsey, Hacquard & Fox (2008) call a similar principle Charity. The differences between the Charity and Truth Dominance are not relevant to the discussion in this paper. In fact, Charity would make exactly the same predictions as Truth Dominance for the examples in the following.
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Uli Sauerland
Principle (10) is a well-supported pragmatic principle: As already mentioned, work by Abusch (1994) and Gualmini et al. (2008) provides further support for a principle like (10) and in addition, principle (10) makes pragmatic sense as a principle of cooperative behavior in discourse.
Principle (10) is directly relevant for determining the predictions of Fox's (2007) analysis of implicatures in the following way. As discussed above, Fox's account predicts (7) to be ambiguous between the two readings represented in (8). However, reading (8a) entails (8b), so the same situation obtains as with the two readings of (9). Principle (10) entails for (7) that only reading (8b) can be empirically detected for (7). Indeed, G&P argue that only reading (8b) is empirically supported by the judgments of the subjects in their experiments, which is the judgment that Fox's ambiguity account together with Truth Dominance predict. The experimental results of G&P are therefore fully consistent with Fox's proposal and what G&P call Minimal Conventionalism more generally.
The preceding discussion does not entail that Fox's (2007) account is without problems: Fox's account makes the wrong prediction for cases like (3) because the local application of implicature computation leads to a weaker interpretation than the one actually attested. In this case, the local implicature would be detectable, but is actually not attested. Fox briefly entertains two suggestions that would address this shortcoming (Fox 2007 : page 82), but both fall short. One suggestion is to only compute local implicatures if they strengthen the sentence meaning. The other suggestion is to only permit global application of his Exh operator. Both of these suggestions solve the problem of (3), but leave Fox with no account for (1). So, Fox's (2007) account would need to be amended further. For example, the empirical problems would be solved by stipulating that embedded Exh is blocked unless an inconsistency or pragmatic violation results otherwise.
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The important point for our present purposes, though, is that G&P's data do not bear on Fox's (2007) account and probably others that G&P would characterize as Minimal Conventionalism. The above discussion also shows how difficult it is to address the puzzle posed by embedded implicatures by just looking at the distribution of embedded implicatures. I conclude therefore that a comparison of the properties of embedded implicatures with non-embedded ones may be a more promising direction to pursue than to solely focus on the distribution of embedded implicatures. Such attention to the properties of implicatures would address both II and III of the questions in (2). In the next section, I focus on one aspect of the data reported by C that points in this direction.
Are Embedded Implicatures Implicatures?
The results of C (= Chemla 2009b) add one new aspect, but are otherwise consistent with the picture already summarized: The results show that obligatory localism is false, but don't distinguish between other views. In particular, C's discussion of examples like (11a) and (11b) is limited in the same way as the discussion of (9) by G&P: the only theory Chemla's result argues against is the extreme localism of Levinson (2000) and Chierchia (2004) , which is already known to have numerous problems. More viable views of localism, where embedded implicatures are an option, but not required, make exactly the right predictions for both examples in (11) -namely, the same predictions as a global account.
(11) a. Every student read some of the books. b. No student read all the books.
The most interesting result of C's study is the embedded free choice effect in examples like (12). He shows experimentally that subjects judge (12) to entail that every student is allowed to have an apple and also that every student is allowed to have a banana. (12) Every student is allowed to have an apple or a banana.
Chemla's observation is interesting because it shows a difference between free choice effects and scalar implicatures, which are not as frequently locally computed in the same environment. This difference may bear on the second and third of the questions in (2). Unfortunately, Chemla's theoretical discussion is limited to the account of Fox (2007) and on one point even mistaken. Chemla compares the two versions of Fox's (2007) proposal I already mentioned above: either permitting embedded occurrences of Exh or restricting Exh to one occurrence with clausal scope per utterance. The non-deterministic former view predicts (12) to be ambiguous between the two 2:7 Uli Sauerland representations in (13), while the latter globalist view permits only representation (13b) (13) a. Exh Every student λx x is allowed to have an apple or a banana. b. Exh Every student λx Exh x is allowed to have an apple or a banana.
Chemla focuses on the fact that the Fox's globalist view incorrectly predicts that (12) should be restricted to scenarios where not all students make the same choice since (13a) entails that neither every student is allowed to have an apple nor every student is allowed to have a banana. What Chemla fails to note, though, is that the optionally local version of Fox's proposal also predicts (13a) as a possible reading for (12). In particular, neither does (13a) entail (13b), nor vice-versa, and therefore both readings should be detectable. But this doesn't seem to be the case and therefore (12) is also a problem for the non-deterministic version of Fox's proposal, not just for the global one. Since I argued above that both version are independently problematic, Chemla's new evidence just strengthens the point against both proposals.
The main conclusions I draw from Chemla's paper concern a) the status of free choice inferences, and b) the relation of embedded to global implicatures. Chemla's data only speak to my questions in (2) if we assume that free choice inferences are indeed implicatures. Chemla's data actually cast this relationship in doubt. There is not that much empirical evidence in favor of the relationship in the first place: the main direct piece of evidence in favor of an implicature account of free choice inferences is the observation by Kratzer & Shimoyama (2002) that the inferences disappear in the scope of negation just like implicatures.
8 However, C shows two differences between free choice inferences and implicatures: First, only free choice inferences are locally present in the scope of a universal quantifier as I already referenced above. Second, C shows that negated modalized statements like (14a) don't trigger free choice inferences. Since (14b) is logically equivalent to (14a) the absence of a free choice inference in (14b) shows that free-choice inferences are not detachable in the sense of (Grice 1989) . Usually implicatures are detachable as, for example, Grice already discusses. C's results are intuitively plausible and very interesting for the theory of free-choice inferences. As far as I can see, there are two possible directions to pursue. On the one hand, one could seek to treat free choice inferences not as implicatures. Specifically, C's result could be seen to support non-implicature accounts of free choice such as Zimmermann (2000) . On the other hand, it may be that matrix free-choice effects are still implicatures, but embedded free choice effects may be due to a special free-choice inference generating operator. The latter position should be attractive to those who believe that there are satisfying analysis of free-choice inferences as an implicature (Fox 2007; Schulz 2005) .
Conclusions
In sum, the recent experimental work by G&P and C has confirmed the views of those who have argued against the obligatory localism of Levinson (2000) and Chierchia (2004) , e.g. Geurts (2009 ), Russell (2006 ), and Sauerland (2004b . Beyond that, the account of embedded implicatures and their relation to global implicatures are still unclear. Solely testing for the presence of embedded implicatures as G&P and C mostly do may be insufficient for understanding embedded implicatures. Rather it may be more promising to investigate wether the content of embedded implicatures is exactly the same as that of implicatures at the matrix level.
In this direction, the difference C observes between embedded and matrix implicatures is interesting and most likely helpful in sorting out the puzzle of embedded implicatures. While I have no complete account to offer myself, I close with some arguments to be skeptical of Geurts & Pouscoulous (2009b) analysis of Chemla's example (12): Geurts & Pouscoulous (2009b) suggest accounting for (12) as an instance of an embedded speech act. This account, I argue now is plausible for some cases, but most likely cannot cover all cases of embedded implicatures: The possibility of embedded speech acts has been acknowledged at least since Huddleston (1973) and embedded speech acts can certainly be a source of embedded implicatures:
9 (15) illustrates that embedded speech acts must trigger embedded implicatures: the modal particle wohl ('well') requires an embedded speech act interpretation for the complement of glaubt ('believes') and furthermore triggers an inference that
